


ISPIRAcollection

The starting point of our kitchen planning 
is always the individual. The personal needs 
and habits of each and every one of our 
clients are always at the heart of our living 
concepts, alongside our passion for excel-
lent, quality materials, functionality and 
accuracy of design and workmanship.

Our kitchen models have been reimagined 
to reflect the key essence of our production 
values. Meet the Ispira Collection.



ISPIRAsartorial kitchen
tailored for you

Besides the excellence of the materials, 
the product is made with the experience, 
knowledge and enthusiasm of those who 
work every day to make your kitchen unique 
and special.

All materials used are characterised by per-
fect finishing and manufacturing operations. 

Every kitchen is planned, produced and 
made to measure on the request of the 
client.

The end of every project is with the client: 
our aim is to ensure that every individual 
feels completely at ease when they are in 
their unique finished kitchen.
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ISPIRAfree to choose
endless combinations to design the kitchen

doors, drawers and 
baskets to the millimeters

base boards
h 10-12-14-15 cm
including RAL colors

multilayer wood
on demand

body panels in Anthracite    
finish and sliding drawers            
intivo BLUM on demand

To meet any design requirements in addi-
tional to the many technical measurements, 
it is possible to request at an additional 
surcharge, any additional extras that may be 
required.

All kitchen structures may be requested in 
multilayer wood, ensuring total stability and 
durability over time.

We supply four different height options for 
baseboards at 10, 12, 14 and 15 centime-
tres. All baseboards are available in various 
finishes, including all RAL colours.

To ensure the best of technology is com-
bined with the most beautiful aesthetics, 
all internal structures can be finished on 
request in Anthracite, coordinating with 
INTIVO sliding drawers by Blum.
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ISPIRAfocus resources
ideas to make your kitchen unique

sliding worktop lateral open cupboards

new model TRACCIA

hanging base units modular shelving system

custom decoration stainless steel kitchen

new model OFICINA

raised dishwasher customer living

ISPIRAISPIRAfocus resourcesISPIRA
ideas to make your kitchen unique
ISPIRAISPIRAfocus resourcesISPIRAISPIRAISPIRAfocus resourcesISPIRA

ideas to make your kitchen unique
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ISPIRAcity vetro + gliss
tabacco oak - 9003 LU glass
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ISPIRAtraccia
RAL 7030 matte lacquered finish - RAL 9002 matte lacquered finish
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sliding worktop
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ISPIRAbrezza + city vetro
560 matte polymer finish - 568 wood polymer finish - wall units with exclusive graphic
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custom decoration
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ISPIRAvolèe + gliss 
7032 polished lacquered finish - vulcano FB 49 ares
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hanging base units
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ISPIRAvolèe
white matte lacquered finish - 7023 matte lacquered finish
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custom living area 
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ISPIRAcity vetro + gliss
tortora 0102 LU glass - pembroke S128
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raised dishwasher
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ISPIRAtya
682 polymer finish
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ISPIRAcity
calce avorio gres 
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custom living area
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ISPIRAcuka + city vetro
RAL 7044 matte lacquered finish - 7006 LU glass
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lateral open compartment
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ISPIRAcuka + gliss + city vetro
RAL 7022 matte lacquered finish - beton FB 02 ares - wall units with exclusive graphic
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ISPIRAcity + cuka
626 grainwood laminated wood - RAL 9002 matte lacquered finish
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ISPIRAgliss + city vetro
pembroke S125 - wall units with exclusive graphic
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custom decoration on doors and sides
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lateral open compartment
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ISPIRAgliss
268 polished polymer finish - vanguard walnut
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ISPIRAgliss + city vetro
tabacco oak - 7047 matte glass
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ISPIRAthalia
7047 LU glass
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modular shelving system
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inox system
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ISPIRAoficina + gliss + city
RAL 7022 matte lacquered finish - pembroke S122 - calce gres 
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ISPIRAoficina + cuka + city vetro
RAL 1013 matte lacquered - wall units with exclusive graphic
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ISPIRAchef
588 polymer finish - 381 polymer finish
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ISPIRAvolèe + gliss
RAL 9011 matte lacquered finish - pembroke S121
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ISPIRAfinishes, colours, materials

Our company offers an extensive collection 
of colours and materials to personalise every 
kitchen, responding to the needs and prefe-
rences of each different customer.

We offer a range of worktops to satisfy 
every request: from laminate to Fenix, from 
quartz to Corian. 

Wood, laminate, glass, tiles: we ensure that 
all materials are manufactured perfectly, 
with a flawless finish. 

Your colour palette choice is comprehensive: 
in additional to the standard colour palette 
offered, customers can also choose between 
RAL and ICA colours. 
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